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Abstract: The purpose of this study considers the Japan sports association(JASA)'s athletic trainer 
from the viewpoint of "a system" and "the qualification", and it is to contribute to the establishment 
of the Japanese athletic trainer’s system.
The JASA’s sports instructor system is a frame of the non-inflation qualification, but JASA’s 
athletic trainer is strong in a characteristic as the inflation qualification. I concluded that an 
athletic trainer’s system was necessary to protect a characteristic as the inflation qualification.
In addition, the system design that the system protects the right of the qualified person, and 
coordinate the interest of the party intersted mutually is necessary. Therefore, in a system, I 
showed a viewpoint to constitute a system to guarantee high ability.
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同様に開かれており，2009（平成 21）年 12 月
現在で，JASA-AT の課程認定校は，大学 27 校，
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